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Everybody’s Talking
Golden sandwich: College students who eat peanut butter and jelly 
sandwiches to save money will have to stay away from a restaurant in 
Chicago, Illinois (U.S.). Called PB&J (which stands for “Pizza, Beer, 
and Jukebox”), this restaurant’s version of the sandwich costs $350 
(USD). Called “Golden Goose,” the sandwich is made from a whole 
loaf of bread that contains edible gold leaf. Inside is an extremely 
expensive kind of red current jam, with currents that were hand-
seeded with goose quills. It also contains manuka honey from New 
Zealand. Surprisingly, the peanut butter is an off-the-shelf variety.

Phone fraud: A man in Moscow, Russia, is very angry with his 
bank. Vladimir Volokhovich lost his smartphone, and the thief 
who found it was able to use Volokhovich’s bank app to take out 
a loan. The bank is charging him interest, claiming that he did 
not report the loss in a timely fashion. This crime victim is livid, 
as circumstances made it impossible for him to do so. The thief, 
pretending to be a friend, sent a message saying the phone had 
been found, so Volokhovich thought all was well. What makes him 
mad is how easily the bank allowed a stranger to take out a loan, 
with no paperwork required.

Covering up: A Vietnamese tattoo artist creates unique designs 
for a purpose: she wants to help people with scars or birthmarks 
to regain their confidence. If someone has scars from an operation 
or a burn, or if they have lived with a noticeable birthmark all their 
lives, the tattooist, known as Ngoc, will come to the rescue. Ngoc 
has a knack for figuring out what design to use to cover up her 
clients’ imperfections, whether large or small. She might ink a vase 
of flowers over an appendectomy scar, or a mountain range over a 
burn mark. Some consider her to be a bit of a magician for her skills.

Shattered glass: A couple of kids are in a lot of trouble with 
their parents right now! The family was in the Shanghai Museum of 
Glass in China and were viewing a glass castle worth about $64,000 
(USD). The castle, on permanent display at the museum since 2016, 
was made by Miguel Arribas, a Spanish glassblower with Arribas 
Brothers. He created his masterpiece, which had approximately 
30,000 parts, in the form of Cinderella’s castle. The children were 
playing chase and they ended up accidentally knocking the sculpture 
over. When travel is allowed again, Arribas Brothers says it will come 
to repair the damage.

Quoteable Quotes
“Life is the garment we continually alter, but which 
never seems to fit.” —David McCord
“A sound mind in a sound body is a short but full 
description of a happy state in this world.” —John Locke

What’s Happening
ECKANKAR Soul Adventure Seminar The secret to Spiritual 
Keys for a Happier Life. Free online ECKANKAR event anytime 
until June 30.  See details on https:meetu.pseK2QFJd54Z2a 
.  To register visit https:www.eckankar.orgengageattend-an-
eventspiritual-keys-for-a-happier-life

Join us in combatting human trafficking. Join the JOY IN 
ACTION TEAM in a virtual fundraising event to help the survivors 
of human trafficking and their families.

Registration is free! Go to joysmithfoundation.com to register 
today!South Osborne Farmers Market The 2021 South Osborne 
Farmers Market will be running on Wednesdays from 4-8pm at the 
Lord Roberts Community Centre, 725 Kylemore, from June 23rd-
September 29th. Learn more at https:www.fireweedfoodcoop.ca

The 37th ANNUAL Grand North American Old Time FIDDLE 
CHAMPIONSHIP - Online WATCH online on Facebook on July 
17-18, 2021

Check the Facebook page   https:www.facebook.
comgroups311518953189067

 or, www.wildrosefiddlers.org for more event details.NON profit 
organizations may submit events for FREE at https://coffeenewswinnipeg.com/
whats-happening
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Trivia
1. What is theatrical makeup often called?
2. A fez and a fedora are what types of apparel?
3. In the children’s game, what is pinned on the donkey?
4. Singer Cass Elliott was a member of what popular musical group?
5. What is a vicissitude?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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